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Vocabulary/Lexis

Acquire

Capacity

Focus

Method

Process

Reaction

Research

Retain



Review:
Noun:

Verb:



Review:

Noun: people/place/thing

Verb: describes an action, state, or 
occurrence. (it's what you do.)



What is it? Noun/Verb/Both?

Acquire Capacity Focus Method

Process Reaction Research Retain



What is it? Noun/Verb/Both?

Acquire V
Capacity 
N

Focus B
Method 
N

Process B
Reaction 
N

Research 
B

Retain V



Match words with definitions:

A. Reaction

B. Acquire

C. Capacity

D. Focus N

E. Retain

1. to remember information

2. a response to something

3. the thing that people pay attention to

4. to gain knowledge or a skill

5. someone's ability to do something



Match words with definitions:

A. Reaction 2

B. Acquire 4

C. Capacity 5

D. Focus 3 N

E. Retain 1

1. to remember information

2. a response to something

3. the thing that people pay attention to

4. to gain knowledge or a skill

5. someone's ability to do something.



Match words with definitions:

A. Focus V

B. Method

C. Process N

D. Process V

E. Research

6. the activity of finding out information about something

7. to give special attention to one thing

8. a series of actions that are done in order to achieve a result

9. a planned way of doing something

10. to take in and think about information

11. to study something in detail, especially to discover new facts or 

test new ideas.



Match words with definitions:

A. Focus V 7

B. Method 9

C. Process N 8

D. Process V 10

E. Research 9

F. Retain 11

6. The activity of finding out information about something.

7. to give special attention to one thing.

8. a series of actions that are done in order to achieve a result.

9. a planned way of doing something.

10. To take in and think about information.

11. To study something in detail, especially to discover new facts 

or test new ideas.



Pick the correct word:

1. It is impossible to acquire / retain everything you hear in a lecture but taking notes can help.

2. Some students prefer to use visuals as a capacity / method for learning.

3. If you want to focus / acquire effectively, you should remove all distractions.

4. Controversial ideas can cause people to have widely differing reactions / processes.

5. Some areas of the mind are unexplained and will need further research / methods.



Pick the correct word:

1. It is impossible to acquire / retain everything you hear in a lecture but taking notes can help.

2. Some students prefer to use visuals as a capacity / method for learning.

3. If you want to focus / acquire effectively, you should remove all distractions.

4. Controversial ideas can cause people to have widely differing reactions / processes.

5. Some areas of the mind are unexplained and will need further research / methods.



Collocation



Collocation:

The combination of two or more 
words to format common phrases

1. Make an exception

2. Take a ______

3. Have a _____



achieve conducting demonstrate focused process study

Child prodigies are young people who 1.______ intelligence at a very early age. 

Such children probably do not have secret study methods in order to 

2.______ intellectual skill, rather they probably have an innate ability to 3.______

information. Kim Ung-yong, considered by many to be the smartest man alive 

today, could read in four language by the age of four. So, he then 4.______ his 

attention on mathematics. He gained his PhD in physics by the age of 15, and 

during this time also started 5._____ research at NASA.



Achieve conducting demonstrate focused process study

Child prodigies are young people who 1. demonstrate intelligence at a very early 

age. Such children probably do not have secret study methods in order to 2. 

achieve intellectual skill, rather they probably have an innate ability to 3. process

information. Kim Ung-yong, considered by many to be the smartest man alive 

today, could read in four language by the age of four. So, he then 4. focused his 

attention on mathematics. He gained his PhD in physics by the age of 15, and 

during this time also started 5. conducting research at NASA.



The growing popularity of apps

People love to learn using their smartphones and this can often be achieved by using the many 
apps on the market. These apps provide a wide range of learning tools which cater for all interests 
and age groups. Apple was the first company to release apps for download. It started with just 
500 but within three months this rose rapidly to 3,000 apps. In contrast, when Google began 
launching apps there was a slower increase in downloads. It began with a few and this gradually 
increased over the next few years. Now, there are thousands of apps on both operating systems. 
In the last few years, the number of apps has fluctuated slightly for Google, between 500,00 and 
600,000, and there has been a steady increase to a million for Apple. Free apps tend to be 
downloaded the most, whereas the demand for ones which are paid for has fallen sharply in 
comparison.

It is likely that apps will remain a popular way for people to learn and Google and Apple will 
probably remain the market leaders. However, newer platforms may threaten the market in years 
to come.



The growing popularity of apps

People love to learn using their smartphones and this can often be achieved by using the many 
apps on the market. These apps provide a wide range of learning tools which cater for all interests 
and age groups. Apple was the first company to release apps for download. It started with just 500 
but within three months this rose rapidly to 3,000 apps. In contrast, when Google began launching 
apps there was a slower increase in downloads. It began with a few and this gradually increased
over the next few years. Now, there are thousands of apps on both operating systems. In the last 
few years, the number of apps has fluctuated slightly for Google, between 500,00 and 600,000, 
and there has been a steady increase to a million for Apple. Free apps tend to be downloaded the 
most, whereas the demand for ones which are paid for has fallen sharply in comparison.

It is likely that apps will remain a popular way for people to learn and Google and Apple will 
probably remain the market leaders. However, newer platforms may threaten the market in years 
to come.



Organize the 
verbs:

wide

rise

gradually

fluctuated

increase

fall

1. Go 
Up

2. Go Down 3. Move Up 
and Down

Not all words will be used



Organize the 
verbs:

wide

rise

gradually

fluctuate

increase

fall

1. Go Up 2. Go 
Down

3. Move Up 
and Down

Rise
Increase

Fall Fluctuate

Not all words will be used



Dictionary: Merriam-Webster online

Knowledge (n) : the information, skills, and understanding that you have gained 

through learning or experience.

Collocations: (verbs) to acquire, retain, gain knowledge (adjectives) background, first-

hand, in-depth , specialist knowledge

Similar words: understanding, information

Opposite words: ignorance

Example: My university degree gave me an in-depth knowledge of statistics.



Resources:

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/

dictionary/english/knowledge

◦ This one has collocations

https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/knowledge

◦ This one has synonyms and different 

meanings.

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/knowledge
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/knowledge


Group work:

Chose 1 word as a 
group.

Use an online 
dictionary, write 
down any helpful 

information

Meaning, 
collocations, similar 

words, part of 
speech.

Make an original 
sentence.

Be ready to share 
when you come 
back to class!

You have 8 
minutes



Choose a word: Take a picture

Acquire Capacity Focus Method

Process Reaction Research Retain



Homework:

Scan the article "The growing popularity of apps."

Find 3 new lexis (vocab.)

Using a dictionary:

◦Define them

◦Find collocations

◦Find Synonyms

◦Parts of speech

◦Write an original sentence for each word



Good luck!


